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Candidate Identifier Number:__________________

UCL Language Centre English for Academic Purposes (In-Sessional) Course

Autumn Term 2006.

Listening Examination: Lecture Time allowed 50 minutes

FOX-HUNTING, ANIMAL TESTING AND THE ANIMAL RIGHTS
MOVEMENT

Before the lecture begins you will have 10 minutes to read this document. During
the lecture you should complete the questions according to the instructions given.
Where you are required to complete the gap, it is usually one word per gap (with
1 mark per correct answer). Occasionally, you may have to write a phrase, but
this should be clear from the question.

After the lecture you will have 10 minutes to check through the answers.

Please note that no questions will be asked during the Introduction.

[The marks available for each question are in brackets, for example (2), at the
right hand side of the page at the end of each question.]

I INTRODUCTION
No questions

II FOX-HUNTING

1. Complete the gap (one word):

Until the beginning of 2005, more than ________ people took part in fox-

hunting in the UK. (1)

2. Circle one answer:

Fox-hunting was restored in 1660

True / False (1)

3. Circle one answer and then complete the gap:

Farmers liked / disliked fox-hunters because foxes were considered to be

________________ (2)
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4. Circle two answers:

Fox-hunting has had an influence on which two of the following:

health colour pub signs

painting hunting scenes (2)

5. Circle one answer and then complete the gap:

Fox-hunting traditionally took place in winter / summer because the fields

were not full of _______________________. (2)

6. Complete the gap (one word):

Fox-hunting created _____________________ in rural areas

because it needed people to look after the horses and dogs. (1)

7. Supporters are in favour of fox-hunting because: Circle two from the list below:

foxes kill farm animals it is a sport for rich people

it unites country people socially it is old-fashioned (2)

8. Opponents are against fox-hunting because: Circle two from the list below:

It is cruel It is bad for health

it is a sport for rich people it gives work to local people (2)

9. Circle one answer:

In the UK a majority / minority of the public oppose fox-hunting (1)

10. What sorts of animals cannot now be hunted with dogs?

____________ _________________________ (2)
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11. Circle one answer:

Everyone in the UK has now stopped hunting with dogs.

True / False (1)

III ANIMAL TESTING

12. Complete the gap (one word):

Hunting Life Sciences is ______________ largest animal testing

laboratory. (1)

13. Circle two of the following:

The laboratory tests the safety of which two of the following products:

machines medicines cosmetics food (2)

14. How does Brian Cass defend animal testing?
Circle one answer:

a) it is beneficial to managers

b) it is beneficial to industry

c) it is beneficial to sick people (1.5)

15. Circle one answer:

700 / 7000 / 70,000 animals are used for testing at HLS annually. (1)

16. The majority of animals used for testing are: circle two answers:

dogs rats fish monkeys (2)
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17. Which word best describes the living conditions of the animals visited by the
Monde Diplomatique reporters? Circle one answer:

a) fearful

b) clean

c) dangerous

d) free (2)

18. Which one of the following arguments is not true in terms of animal testing?
Circle one:

i. tests are compulsory in Japan and the US and therefore essential
for export/trade

ii. the law in the UK requires animal testing on products for human
use

iii. tests on animals are simpler than other methods such as computer
simulation (2)

IV WHY ALL THE FUSS? WHAT ARE ANIMAL RIGHTS?

19. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was proclaimed approximately:
Circle one answer:

a) 50 years ago b) 60 years ago c) 70 years ago (1.5)

20. Add three more to this list:

Human rights refer to lack of distinction based on race, colour,

______________, _________________,

___________________, (3)
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21. Circle one answer:

The Animal Rights’ website says animals have the right not to be used for
human purposes.

True / False (1)

22. Add three more to this list:

Animal rights activists believe animals can feel pain, _______________,

_____________________, and __________________ (3)

23. Link the term on the left with the correct definition in the middle and the correct
description on the right  → 

Factory farming uses animals for scientific
research

no freedom to move

Vivisection rears animals for
maximum profit

conditions of pain

(3)

V ANIMAL RIGHTS PROTESTORS

24. Complete the gaps (one word per gap):

“One example of such debate is whether research that _______________

animals is ever ______________________, even if it _____________ human

beings.” (3)

25. Mention three kinds of places where protestors have broken the law in recent
years:

i) ________________________________________________

ii) ________________________________________________

iii) ________________________________________________ (3)
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26. What happened to the newly liberated mink in Denmark? Circle one answer:

a) Most of them escaped

b) Only 25% escaped (1)

27. Of those that escaped in Denmark which one of following is true? Circle one
answer:

a) Most remained free

b) Most were killed on the motorway (1)

28. What is one of the unintended consequences of releasing animals such as mink
into the wild? Circle one answer:

a) they are predators

b) they quickly die

c) they kill native animals

d) they are more important than local species (2)

29. Circle one answer:

Actions by animal rights protestors have frequently harmed people

True / False (1)

30. Complete the gap:

Currently, animal rights activitists’ main strategy is

_______________________ (1)
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VI HOW EFFECTIVE IS THE ANIMAL RIGHTS MOVEMENT?

31. Circle one answer:

How effective has the animal rights movement been in the last 30 years?

a) extremely b) somewhat c) not very (1.5)

32. Circle one answer:

It is easy to buy a real fur coat now in the UK.

True / False (1)

33. Why did Cambridge University decide to give up the research laboratory
project? Circle one answer:

a) it was conducting experiments on large animals

b) it was no longer a simple laboratory

c) it was unacceptable to the university

d) it cost too much to protect against animal rights activists (2)

34. Circle the one answer which is not true:

Huntington Life Sciences is surviving,

a) but still being attacked by activists

b) but with fewer company links

c) but is the main focus of protesters

d) but has lost £16bn of investment (2)

35. Link the numbers on the left with the correct activity on the right : → 

113 threatening phone calls

117 cases of damage to property

100 termination of supply contracts (3)
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36. Link one form of democracy on the left with one activity on the right: →

Participative democracy taking direct action

Representative democracy voting once every 4/5 years (1)

37. According to the lecturer, Tony Blair has kept his 1997 election promise to
protect animals.

Circle one answer:

True / False (1)

38. Link one of the times on the left with one  type of law on the right: → 

About 20 years ago Law against animal testing

Currently Law against destroying property in protests (1)

39. Circle one answer:

“Economic sabotage” means:

a) destroying property

b) destroying commercial activities

c) both of these

d) none of these (2)

40. Complete the gaps (one word per gap):

The lecturer says that animal rights activities are ______________ successful

but not necessarily ____________________ right. (2)
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VII CONCLUSION

41. Complete the gaps:

Rural communities have changed in the past 30 years because:

_________________ (type of people) have bought

_________________homes (type of homes) in the countryside
(2)

42. Which of the following views best expresses the opinion of the lecturer: Circle
one answer:

a) the political process has been somewhat influenced by protestors

b) the political process has been greatly influenced by protestors

c) the political process has not been influenced at all by protestors (1.5)

THIS IS THE END OF THE LISTENING EXAMINATION
You now have 10 minutes to check through your answers

TOTAL MARKS 72








































